Enforcing Purpose of Use via Workflows
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ABSTRACT

One of the main privacy concerns of users when submitting their data to an organization is that their data will be used only for the specified purposes. Although privacy policies can specify the purpose, enforcing such policies remains a challenge. In this paper we propose an approach to enforcing purpose in access control systems that uses workflows. The intuition behind this approach is that purpose of access can be inferred, and hence associated with, the workflow in which the access takes place. We thus propose to encode purposes as properties of workflows used by organizations and show how this can be implemented. The approach is more general than other known approaches to purpose-based enforcement, and can be used to implement them. We argue the advantages of the new approach in terms of accuracy and expressiveness.
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K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Security and Protection
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1. INTRODUCTION

The OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data [15] contain what is probably the most influential articulation of the principle of purpose of use of private data, by stipulating that use of data should comply with the purpose specified at or before collection time. “Purpose” has thus been included in a number of privacy-oriented access control models [3, 8, 14, 21] and in policy specification languages such as P3P [23], EPAL [20] and XACML [17] as a decision factor in the access control policy. The method by which the purpose of an access control request is tested, however, has been a challenging problem that is addressed only by a fewer number of authors. We will review these methods in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to specifying and enforcing purpose-based policies that identifies purpose of access based on the workflow context where the access is requested. A workflow is a set of tasks that must be carried out in some particular order to achieve a specific goal. The approach and its advantages compared to previous approaches is further discussed in Section 3 and a purpose-based access control model is then proposed in Section 3.1. Section 4 describes a prototype implementation of a purpose-based access control system that provides access in the context of workflows and prevents workflows that would violate the policy from being instantiated. Section 5 gives some observations and possibilities for future work.

2. RELATED WORK

A number of authors proposed to trust the requester to declare the purpose for which the access is requested [10, 12]. This approach however does not prevent a user from claiming a false purpose.

Another widely-used approach is to assign purposes to particular users [25], or to roles in a role-based access control system [7, 13, 18, 19, 24]. For example, only users who are members of the marketing role, are permitted to request access to data for marketing purposes. This approach assumes a correspondence between purposes and users or roles which could be very limiting. Roles, as collections of permissions or sets of users, are designed with criteria such as organizational structure or job functions in mind and so access request in one role may be for different purposes. For example, a physician in an organization may read a patient’s file once for the purpose of treatment and another time with the purpose of some research, two obviously different purposes could be very limiting. Roles, as collections of permissions or sets of users, are designed with criteria such as organizational structure or job functions in mind and so access request in one role may be for different purposes. For example, a physician in an organization may read a patient’s file once for the purpose of treatment and another time with the purpose of some research, two obviously different purposes which is requested. A workflow is a set of tasks that must be carried out in some particular order to achieve a specific goal. The approach and its advantages compared to previous approaches is further discussed in Section 3 and a purpose-based access control model is then proposed in Section 3.1. Section 4 describes a prototype implementation of a purpose-based access control system that provides access in the context of workflows and prevents workflows that would violate the policy from being instantiated. Section 5 gives some observations and possibilities for future work.

3. WORKFLOW APPROACH

The main intuition is that the purpose of access is usually visible at a higher level unit of work where the access takes place. For example, if Alice is currently calculating tax-
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returns, we can say her purpose of reading the incomes is tax-return calculation, whereas when she reads them while looking for potential new customers, her aim is marketing. Thus, tasks or workflows can be used as an indication of purpose of access.

A task is a unit of work in a system; for example Reception is a unit of work in a hospital. A workflow is a larger work unit consisting of several tasks that should be carried out in some particular order. Figure 1 shows an example of a very simple workflow with three tasks. Compared to tasks, workflows can more accurately specify a purpose. For example, using the workflow approach, one can distinguish between a medical test that is part of a treatment process in a hospital, or part of a testing process in a health research project, and hence, differentiate between treatment and research purposes.

An assumed purpose may lead to bindings of future actions. For instance, if Alice withdraws money from an account for the purpose of buying books, this implies that at a later time, she should buy some books and should not spend the money otherwise. These future obligations are in perfect match with the workflow model wherein execution of a task can only lead to specific future tasks. The importance of the relationship between actions in realizing a purpose has also been pointed out in [2] and [5].

The role of the access requester and the type of data being accessed can sometimes be suggestive about the purpose of access, as observed by the role-based models discussed in Section 2. Since this information is included in the definition of the workflow, as noted in Section 3.1.2, the workflow model can encompass role- or category-based purpose-enforcement models.

Finally, realizing a purposes by assigning it to a workflow can provide a clear interpretation of the purpose name and prevent any ambiguities. The workflow definitions could be made available to auditors, or even published to customers.

3.1 Model

We assume organizations provide all their data accesses and processing within the context of workflows that are designed and maintained by a policy officer. The purpose of each access request is then determined by the the workflow in which it occurs.

3.1.1 Purpose Model

Purpose-based access control policies can be expressed in one of the following two different ways; in practice, an organization will use one of the two:

- data-centric in which data items are associated with the purposes for which they can (or cannot) be used. The OECD Guidelines [15], XACML Privacy Profile [17], and some purpose-based models (such as [9], and [6]) are examples of this approach; and
- rule-centric where access control rules are composed of a tuple of (at least) subject, action, object and purpose. EPAL [20] and purpose-based models such as [11] are examples of this approach.

Many authors, beginning with Bonatti, et al. [4], organize purposes into a hierarchy or lattice [22]. From this point of view, a workflow can be thought of as being a very specific purpose, lying at a leaf of the purposes hierarchy.

3.1.2 Workflow Model

Let $\mathcal{U}$ denote the set of users, $\mathcal{R}$ the set of roles, $\mathcal{X}$ the set of items of data held by the organization, $\mathcal{C}$ the set of data categories into which items of data are classified, and $\mathcal{A}$ the set of basic actions in the system, such as read or write.

A workflow management system contains a set of workflow descriptions $\mathcal{W} = \{W_1, \ldots, W_i\}$ each of which consists of a set of tasks $T$, and a set of arcs $E \subseteq T \times T$ that denote a precedence relationship between the tasks. Every task is carried out by some actor on some array of resources. The authorized actors of a task are specified by the mapping $\text{TASK\_ROLES}: T \mapsto 2^\mathcal{R}$ that maps each task to a set of authorized roles. The input resources to the task are defined as a variable-size array of the form $\langle I_1, \ldots, I_n(t) \rangle$ in which $n(t)$ is the number of inputs to task $t \in T$. Each $I_i$ is a set of categories that denotes the authorized data types for a particular input, i.e. $I_i \in 2^\mathcal{C}$. We denote the resource types array of a specific task $t$ by $\text{IN\_CATS}(t)$, and the set of categories of its $i$th input by $\text{IN\_CATS}(t)_i$, where $1 \leq i \leq n(t)$. Each input resource may be subject to some actions in the task. A similar variable-size array of the form $\langle A_1, \ldots, A_n(t) \rangle$ is defined in which each $A_i \in 2^\mathcal{A}$ and shows the actions that are performed on the $i$th input of the task. The actions array of a specific task $t$ is denoted by $\text{IN\_ACTS}(t)$, and the set of actions of its $i$th input by $\text{IN\_ACTS}(t)_i$. In summary, the workflow description is defined as a quintuple containing $T, E, \text{TASK\_ROLES}, \text{IN\_CATS}$, and $\text{IN\_ACTS}$ as defined above. The purpose corresponding to each workflow is denoted by the mapping $\text{PURP\_OF}: W \mapsto \mathcal{P}$.

The workflow management system may create a workflow instance by instantiating a workflow description with a set of concrete actors and resources. In order to perform a particular treatment, for example, a workflow instance must be supplied with a particular physician and a particular patient’s file. This can be defined by two mappings: one that maps each task to a user, denoted by $\text{TASK\_USER}(t)$, and another one mapping each task to an array of input data, denoted by $\text{TASK\_INPUT}(t)$. The latter array is of the form $\langle x_{1(t)}, \ldots, x_{n(t)} \rangle$ where $x_i \in \mathcal{X}$, and its ith element is denoted by $\text{TASK\_INPUT}(t)_i$. An instance of the workflow $W$ is thus a triple $(W, \text{TASK\_USER}, \text{TASK\_INPUT})$.

As an example, a very simple workflow is depicted in Figure 1. In this workflow, $T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\}$, $E = \{(t_1, t_2), (t_2, t_3)\}$, and the mappings are as follows:

For all $i$, $\text{TASK\_ROLES}(t_i) = \{\text{Physician}\}$, and $\text{IN\_CATS}(t_i) = \{\text{PatientFile}\}$, $\text{IN\_ACTS}(t_i) = \{(\text{Read})\}$, for $i=1,2$, and $\text{IN\_ACTS}(t_3) = \{(\text{Read}, \text{Append})\}$.

Figure 1: A very simple example of a workflow.
3.1.3 Access Control Model

Every user $u \in U$ is assigned to a set of roles denoted by $ROLES_OF(u)$ and every item of data $x \in X$ is assigned a set of data categories, denoted by $CATS_OF(x)$. The organization's access control policy also includes a data-centric or rule-centric purpose policy described below. The purpose policies may be supplied by the data subject e.g. a patients' consent directive, or by the organization as part of some privacy policy.

In a data-centric policy, every item of data $x \in X$ submitted to the organization must be associated with a set of intended purposes $INT_PURP(x) \subseteq P$.

Rule-centric policies have a more complex form. Let $B \subseteq \mathcal{R} \times \mathcal{A} \times \mathcal{C} \times \mathcal{P}$ be a policy base consisting of quadruples $(R, AC, C, P)$ of role $R$, action $AC$, data category $C$ and purpose $P$ for which access is permitted. For simplicity, we do not formalize other features such as subject or object attributes that exist in some policy languages such as EPAL [20] and XACML [16].

An access control request represents a request to instantiate a workflow and thus takes the form of a triple containing $W$, $TASK_USER$, and $TASK_INPUT$ as defined in Section 3.1.2.

The workflow system should comply with three access control requirements as follows:

**Role and Category Authorization:** Every proposed actor for a task is a member of one of its authorized roles, and every proposed resource for a task falls into one of the authorized categories, that is, for all $t \in T$, the following sets contain at least one member:

$ROLES_OF(TASK_USER(t)) \cap TASK_ROLES(t)$
$CATS_OF(TASK_INPUT(t)) \cap IN_CATs(t)$ (for each index $i$ in the resource array)

**Purpose Authorization:** In the case of data-centric policy, the purpose of the workflow $W$ matches with one of the purposes for which each of its resources were collected, that is, for each index $i$ of all the tasks $t \in T$ of the workflow $W$:

$PURP_OF(W) \in INT_PURP(TASK_INPUT,(t))$

In the case of rule-centric policy, every access in the workflow is consistent with the policy-base, that is, for each index $i$ in the resource array of every task $t$, and for all $AC \in IN_ACTS(t)$, there exists a quadruple $\langle R, AC, C, PURP_OF(W) \rangle \in B$. in which $R \in ROLES_OF(TASK_USER(t))$  

$C \in CATS_OF(TASK_INPUT,(t))$.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a prototype of a workflow reference monitor ("WfRM"), capable of enforcing purpose-based policies at workflow instantiation time, that ensures the access events that may happen in the course of the workflow instance comply with the policy of the system (Figure 2). An alternative design is discussed in Section 5.

We have used XACML version 2 [16] as the format for access control requests, responses and policies and have made use of Enterprise XACML Library [1] as the XACML policy decision point (PDP). The attributes of the entities, such as subject roles, are stored in an attribute authority ("AA"), which is currently implemented as a program module. Using a standard attribute authority is left as future work.

For defining workflows, we have designed an XML-based workflow description language in accordance with the model of Section 3.1.2, and similar to those used by well-known workflow engines. The mapping of workflows to purposes is also implemented as a simple XML-based document that assigns purpose names to workflow identifiers. Finally, the instantiation request is also designed in the form of an XML document according to the model of Section 3.1.3.

Upon receiving an instantiation request, WfRM generates a XACML request corresponding to each of the impending access events in the workflow instance. The subject and resource part come from the instantiation request, the actions are part of the workflow definition, and the purpose of access is determined by checking the workflow-purpose mapping, and included as an attribute of action, as recommended by the privacy policy profile of XACML [17]. The AA is also queried to augment the request by adding the attributes of the entities involved in the access event. If the intended purpose is specified for the data item, it appears as an attribute of the resource. Eventually, a set of XACML requests are generated each of which corresponds to one possible access in the workflow instance. The requests are sent to the PDP where they are checked against the access control policy. The workflow instantiation is permitted by the WfRM, only if all access requests are permitted according to the PDP decisions. XACML is capable of supporting both data-centric and rule-based privacy policies (as defined in Section 3.1.1). Figure 3 shows a general data-centric policy stipulating that all purposes of the action should match at least one of the intended purposes the accessed resource.

5. DISCUSSION

**Early vs. Late Authorization.**

The current implementation considers the execution of a workflow instance as an uninterruptible unit of work: even if a single access event is likely to violate the policy, the workflow instantiation is rejected, although since the actual sequence of tasks is usually dynamic and based on run-time factors, the violating access may in fact never occur. This is important from the purpose-enforcement point of view, since the purpose of workflow lies in its entirety and a halfway-broken instance can no more be assumed to serve the same purpose. A more dynamic approach is to make authorization...
decisions upon the commencement of each task. In that case, a workflow instance that may, but not necessarily will have a violating access event is allowed to be instantiated.

Abstract vs. Concrete Purposes.
Suppose Alice purchases a book from an on-line bookstore, and therefore submits her address to the bookstore under the condition that it only be used for the purpose of delivering goods. Alice presumably means that her address is only to be used in the delivery of her book, and not just any goods to anyone. Our model of purpose, along with those used in all previous works of which we are aware, does not really capture this distinction, but Alice’s intent does have a natural interpretation in terms of workflows: she means that her address should only be used by the particular workflow instance that is created in order to deliver her book, and not just any workflow for delivering goods. Our model could be extended to support abstract and concrete purposes, though the notation becomes somewhat more complicated, and we will leave investigation of this kind of model as a future work.

Purpose Hierarchy.
The current implementation does not support purpose hierarchies. One simple way of implementing this is to use a regular expression string matching functions in the policy, together with an appropriate prefix naming scheme in the purpose tree.

6. CONCLUSION
Workflows provide a convenient and accurate way of associating specific actions with broader purposes. With the assistance of a workflow management system, an access control system can reliably determine the purpose of an action, and enforce a purpose-based access control policy in an automated fashion.
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